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The path to learning is a calm brain.



Handouts and Tools



OBJECTIVES

❑

❑

❑

Educators will be able to … 



•

•

•

•

•



Opening





Nobody cares how much you 

know, until they know how 

much you care.

- Theodore Roosevelt

11

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/theodore-roosevelt-quotes


Memories are stored as emotions

We can “catch” each others’ emotions



Experience

Thoughts
. 

Stimulae

Behaviors

Emotions/Memory

We Co-Create Our Reality
You are what you repeatedly do

Feelings

Neuroplasticity



Attachment Theory

-Bowlby

Object Relations 

- Mahler

Relational Therapy/Holding Environment -
Winnicott

Emotions Connected to Learning

- Immordino-Yang

Ego Psychology 

- Hartmann

Neuroplasticity 

- Siegel/Schore

Experience Shapes Reality



Epigenetics

“Development is driven by an 

ongoing, inextricable 

interaction between biology 

and ecology.”
Jack Shonkoff (2012, p. 234)

The Center for the Developing Child



ACES AND TOXIC STRESS

Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs) 

“These experiences can 
include things like 

physical and emotional 
abuse, neglect, caregiver 

mental illness, and 
household violence.”

- Center on the Developing Child, HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY



“the essential characteristic… protective adult 
relationships facilitate the child’s adaptive coping and a 
sense of control”

Shonkoff (2012. p. 236)



You are the Mental Health Intervention



●

●

●



you encountered 

Positive Behaviors Negative Behaviors

Specifically, what did the teacher do or 
say that created the positive 
interaction. 

If I were looking in the window of the 
classroom, what would I have seen 
him/her doing?

Specifically, what did the teacher do or 
say that contributed to the negative 
experience?

What did it look like?



Whole Child Design: 
Developmental 
Relationships











TRUST
IS THE ANTIDOTE TO

STRESS



Building Blocks for Learning is 
a comprehensive framework 
for student development that 
names the skills and mindsets 
critical for success at school 
and beyond. 

Each building block aligns with 
the development of a child as a 
“learner” in an educational 
setting, is grounded in a 
research base demonstrating 
the impact of that skill, 
behavior, or mindset on 
academic achievement, and is 
measurable and malleable. 
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Building Blocks for Learning
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Building Blocks for Learning

Attachment

Attachment: A deep and 
enduring emotional bond 
that connects one person 
to another across time, 
context and space. 
Attachment (1) provides 
feelings of security so that 
children can explore freely 
and (2) forms the basis for 
socializing children.
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Building Blocks for Learning

Attachment

Think about the building 
block skills that you 
think are most 
supported by a strong 
foundation in 
Attachment. 

Write those in the chat 
box.



Positive, developmental relationships with adults are key to healthy 
growth across the developmental continuum. Early in life, an infant's 
relationship with primary caregivers is a critical foundation.





STRUCTURES FOR THINKING TOGETHER

Prompt:

What strategies or practices do you use as an 
educator t at de on trate “ er e and return” 
or co-regulation?

CHAT BOX



Attunement:  n adult’  abilit  to in er 
a c ild’  inner e  erience,  uc  a  
feelings, thoughts and needs.

Responsiveness: Reacting 
appropriately to the child in response 
to the situation or state of the child at 
hand.



CO-REGULATION SELF-REGULATION

Through this back-and-forth relationship, the adult helps to 
co-regulate the child. This provides regulatory support in the moment 
and helps children to build self-regulation skills over time.



Co-Regulation to Self-Regulation
Co-regulation is the 
interactive process of 
regulatory support
between a caring 
adult and child. This 
process of 
attunement and 
responsiveness helps 
to mitigate the 
damaging effects of 
chronic, unbuffered 
stress, and fosters 
self-regulation 
development across 
the lifespan.



Positive Developmental Relationships
Positive developmental 
relationships drive 
healthy development 
and learning – they 
 er e a  t e “active 
ingredient” in e  ecti e 
interventions (Li & 
Julian, 2012). 
Importantly, these 
relationships help to 
mitigate the damaging 
effects of chronic, 
unbuffered stress for 
students.



INDIVIDUAL
REFLECTION



• What is resonating with you 
about this content?

• How does it reflect your values 
as an educator?  

• Where do you have questions or 
wonderings? 

Small Group 
Discussion



Pop or 
Drop

•

•



“ ’ e co e to t e  ri  tenin  conclu ion t at   a  t e 
deci i e ele ent in t e cla  roo .  t’      er onal 
a  roac  t at create  t e cli ate.  t’     dail   ood 
that makes the weather. As a teacher, I possess a 
tre endou   o er to  a e a c ild’  li e  i erable or 
joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of 
inspiration. I can humiliate or heal. In all situations, it 
is my response that decides whether a crisis will be 
escalated or de-escalated and a child humanized or 
de u anized.”

-DR. HAIM GINOTT



CARRY
POWER

YOU

THE





Relationship-Building 
Tools



•

•

•



https://turnaroundusa.org/








Planning Time



Reminder





•

•

•



Take 5 minutes to individually look at the 
tools.

• What tools do you find interesting? Which 
are familiar?  

• What is challenging about relationship-
building? How might these tools or 
information help? 

• As a leader in your school or district, what 
can you specifically do to promote 
relationships?

Small Group Discussion



Closing



EXIT TICKET

https://bit.ly/TFCExit_SY21_Training

Handout, p. 18

https://bit.ly/TFCExit_SY21_Training




CALL TO ACTION





THANK YOU
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